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1) ABOUT THIS RELEASE

The Brocade Virtual Traffic Manager 17.2r3 is a maintenance release of the Brocade Virtual Traffic Manager product family, containing a number of performance and functionality enhancements and bug fixes. Customers are recommended to upgrade to this version to take advantage of the changes.

2) PLATFORM AVAILABILITY

- Linux x86_64: Kernel 2.6.32 - 4.4, glibc 2.12+
• Virtual Appliances:
  o VMware vSphere 6.0, 6.5;
  o XenServer 7.1;
  o Microsoft Hyper-V Server 2016;
  o Microsoft Hyper-V under Windows Server 2016;
  o QEMU/KVM (RHEL/CentOS 6.x, 7.x; Ubuntu 16.04);
• Amazon EC2 - as a virtual appliance or native software install
• Microsoft Azure - as a virtual appliance
• Google Compute Engine - as a virtual appliance or native software install
• Bare Metal Server - for information on qualified servers, please see the Pulse Secure vTM Hardware Compatibility List at: https://www.pulsesecure.net/techpubs

3) RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS

   Virtual appliances should be allocated a minimum of 2 GB of RAM.

   Appliances intended for use with Data Plane Acceleration mode should be allocated a minimum of 3GB of RAM, and have a minimum of 2 cores. An additional 1GB of RAM is needed for each additional core for application data processing.

4) UPGRADING TO 17.2R3

   17.2r3 can be installed directly using any supported installation mechanism.

   Traffic manager software installations can be upgraded directly to 17.2r3 using any supported upgrade mechanism.

   Traffic manager instances (appliance or cloud) running release 17.2 can be upgraded directly to 17.2r3 using any supported upgrade mechanism.

   Traffic manager instances (appliance or cloud) running versions prior to 17.2 must first be upgraded to 17.2.
5) CHANGES IN 17.2R3

Installation and Upgrading
- **VTM-40471** Fixed an issue where installing a hotfix via the command line did not record it in the list of applied hotfixes.

Configuration
- **VTM-41447** Fixed a value encoding issue in the "Backup my configuration" Wizard.
- **VTM-39010** Fixed a value encoding issue in the backup restore wizard in the Admin UI.
- **VTM-27677** Fixed an issue where location names containing HTML tags were rendered incorrectly on the Backup Comparisons page of the Admin UI.

Performance
- **VTM-36154** The output of the 'mtrace' tool has been extended with additional metadata.

Authentication
- **VTM-41451** Updated the OpenLDAP library used by the traffic manager to version 2.4.47, addressing CVE-2015-6908.
- **VTM-36477** The MIT Kerberos libraries used by the traffic manager have been updated to version 1.14.6. This includes a fix for the security issue reported in CVE-2014-9423.

Administration Server
- **VTM-42283** The version of the expat XML parser library used in the Administration Server has been increased to 2.2.8, addressing CVE-2019-15903.
- **VTM-41675** The version of the expat XML parser library used in the Administration Server has been increased to 2.2.7, addressing CVE-2018-20843.
- **VTM-41577, VTM-41578** Fixed a value encoding issue on the Historical Activity page in the Admin UI.
- **VTM-41387, VTM-39011** Fixed a value encoding issue on the Current Activity page in the Admin UI.
- **VTM-41375** Fixed a value encoding issue for dropdown boxes in the Admin UI.
• **VTM-40220** The upstream fix for CVE-2018-18311 was applied to the version of Perl included in the product.

• **VTM-15293, SR19322** Fixed an issue where restarting the Admin server could cause high CPU usage when multiple browsers were connected to the Admin UI.

• **VTM-36341** Added additional HTTP Cache-Control options to dynamically generated Admin UI pages to ensure they are not incorrectly cached or stored.

• **VTM-39009** Fixed a value encoding issue in Wizard pages in the Admin UI; the wizards are used to guide authorized users through various configuration tasks.

• **VTM-38803** Fixed an issue where files in the Admin Server docroot were unnecessarily visible via directory listings to users who had logged into the Admin UI.

• **VTM-38800** All Admin UI cookies are now marked as "secure" as they are only used by resources served over HTTPS connections.

• **VTM-38801, VTM-29994** Fixed an issue where a 500 Internal Server error response would be returned if an unknown wizard section was visited; now a 404 response will be produced.

• **VTM-23453, VTM-19065, SR30839, SR23813** Auto-completion of the password field on the login page of the Admin UI has been disabled to improve security.

• **VTM-36342** Added Content-Security-Policy HTTP headers in responses from the traffic manager's Admin UI. This improves security for administrators using user agents that support this standard. Note that the vWAF UI pages do not currently provide Content-Security-Policy headers.

• **VTM-19083, SR23836** Added X-Frame-Options, X-Content-Type-Options and X-XSS-Protection HTTP headers in responses from the Admin UI to enable the additional security protection measures in user agents where they are supported.

**REST API**

• **VTM-37368** The REST API has been modified to correctly generate the schemas for dynamic type resources.

• **VTM-40020** Fixed an issue where a REST API endpoint with simultaneous writers and readers could occasionally stop responding to new requests.

• **VTM-35351** Fixed an issue where GET of a REST resource in the status tree (/api/tm/VERSION/status/) could fail when the traffic manager configuration was very large.
Zeusbench

- **VTM-29855** Fixed an issue related to zeusbench's '-w' (warmup) option. With that option in use, the final summary of the benchmark run included connections made during the warmup period in the count for total connections made. Furthermore, when used in conjunction with the verbose option, columns 'Reqs', 'Resps', 'Established' and 'Connecting' in the verbose output could show incorrect values.

- **VTM-35444** Fixed an issue where running Zeusbench when specifying both -c 0 and --http2 caused an assertion failure.

- **VTM-35441** Updated the Zeusbench performance benchmarking tool to support TCP connection concurrency step-up with HTTP/2 requests.

- **VTM-35437, VTM-36151** Fixed an issue where running zeusbench with --http2 and -v incorrectly showed the number of HTTP/2 streams in the "Sockets" and "Connecting" columns. It now correctly shows the number of TCP connections.

SNMP

- **VTM-31957** Fixed an issue where the counters "Bandwidth", "Bandwidth per Node", "Bandwidth per Pool", and "Bandwidth per Virtual Server" were not available to select from the values to monitor when changing the data to plot on 'Current Activity' page on the Admin UI.

TrafficScript

- **VTM-41764** The libxslt library incorporated in the traffic manager has been updated to version 1.1.33 and had fixes for CVE-2019-13117 and CVE-2019-13118 applied.

- **VTM-40987** The Perl Compatible Regular Expression library (PCRE) has been updated to version 10.32, addressing CVE-2017-8399.

Connection Queueing

- **VTM-41170** Fixed an issue that could have prevented an error page being sent to a client if their request was timed out when waiting in a queue.

Connection Processing

- **VTM-42306** Limited the number of HTTP/2 frames queued per connection to 10,000 when the TCP buffers for that connection are full. This is significantly more than is expected that an RFC 7540 protocol-following HTTP/2 client would generate. This mitigates against excessive memory increases caused by superfluous HTTP/2 frame floods, and protects against the following denial-of-service attacks: CVE-2019-9511, CVE-2019-9512, CVE-2019-9514 and CVE-2019-9515.

- **VTM-40135** Fixed incorrect text in HTTP/2 request tracing, where previously the traffic manager closing the stream to the client was logged as "Client closed HTTP/2 stream" it is now correctly logged as "Traffic Manager closed HTTP/2 stream".
• **VTM-39145** The traffic manager’s built-in DNS server no longer rejects client DNS requests with the RA (recursion available) flag set to true.

• **VTM-38859** Fixed an issue where a traffic manager child process could stop processing traffic after receiving an HTTP/2 SETTINGS frame, with the corresponding child process automatically being restarted after a short period to recover from the error state.

• **VTM-38729, VTM-40803** Fixed an issue that could occur when an HTTP/2 stream is closed.

• **VTM-38141** Upload speed over high-latency HTTP/2 connections has been significantly improved. Previously, if the http2!stream_window_size setting was increased to cater for high-latency connections, the connection window was not correspondingly resized and continued to limit the upload speed. The connection window is now sized appropriately for the streams it handles.

**Fault Tolerance**

• **VTM-41613** Fixed a value encoding issue in the "Join a cluster" Wizard.

• **VTM-29802, VTM-38731** Fixed an issue where the Diagnose page would report the version of an uncontactable traffic manager to be "2.0", and display an error that not all cluster members are using the same traffic manager version.

**IP Transparency**

• **VTM-25118, VTM-26241, SR34508** Fixed an issue where the traffic manager reported not being able to initialize the ip6tables mangle table when running on a Linux host without IPv6 support.

**Health Monitoring**

• **VTM-18479, SR23104** Fixed an issue where back-end nodes that are marked as failed by a health monitor, then are marked as disabled or deleted from the pool by the administrator when in the failed state, and finally recover and are re-enabled or re-added to the pool by the administrator, do not receive traffic.

**Global Load Balancing**

• **VTM-42055** Updated GeoIP database to 2019-08-06.

• **VTM-41530** Fixed an issue in GLB clustered setups where the recovery of a service would not cause its Service IP address to be returned to clients for which it was the closest. The clients would instead keep getting the IP address of the service that was the closest working before the optimal one recovered.

• **VTM-39711** Fixed an issue where a GLB service sometimes returned the IP addresses of "Draining" locations.
Map

- **VTM-39012** Fixed a value encoding issue in the 'Activity > Map' page of the Admin UI.

Licensing

- **VTM-40304** Fixed an issue where an error condition for a FLA license key would continue to be reported if a child zeus.zxtm process exited and was restarted even after the error condition had been cleared.

SSL/TLS and Cryptography

- **VTM-39995** The library modified from OpenSSL that is used by the traffic manager has been upgraded to version 1.0.2s, addressing CVE-2018-0732, CVE-2018-0737, CVE-2018-0734 and CVE-2018-5407. This library is used to provide cryptographic primitives like RSA or AES.

FIPS

- **VTM-37541** The SSL/TLS ciphers "SSL_RSA_WITH_3DES_EDE_CBC_SHA" and "SSL_DHE_RSA_WITH_3DES_EDE_CBC_SHA" are no longer available in FIPS mode to comply with the NIST regulations in SP 800 67 revision 2.

Logging

- **VTM-40238** Fixed a value encoding issue in the alerting Event Types edit page in the Admin UI.
- **VTM-30456** The format of remote syslog messages sent by the traffic manager's request logging and event log components has been updated to follow the specification defined in RFC 5424. Accordingly, syslog messages now contain hostname and timestamp information, and the default value for the maximum length of a remote syslog message has changed from 1024 bytes to 2048 bytes.

Web Accelerator

- **VTM-40739** Web Accelerator has been updated to use libjpeg version 9c

Pool Autoscaling

- **VTM-41784** Fixed an issue where autoscaling TLS connections to VMware vSphere would sometimes fail, resulting in autoscaling being disabled.
- **VTM-40804** Fixed an issue which could cause the autoscaler process to restart if a pool was configured to use both autoscaling and DNS-derived autoscaling.
Internals

- **VTM-40528** Fixed an issue where TrafficScript code that accesses array elements by the direct use of a function call could, in some specific circumstances, cause an ASSERT failure.

- **VTM-38351** Fixed an issue where the JSON parser used by the traffic manager in, for example, TrafficScript or the Service Discovery feature, could exhaust the stack while parsing a deeply nested JSON data structure leading to a crash. The traffic manager will now reject such JSON data structures with an error message.

Appliance OS

- **VTM-42335** Updated appliance kernel to 4.4.0-164.192 and updated packages installed on the appliance. These updates include changes addressing:

• **VTM-37057, VTM-38971** Fixed an issue where importing a configuration backup made on a pre-17.2 traffic manager would not have restored traffic manager-specific settings. When such a configuration backup import is carried out the interface names will not be changed, and configuration may need to be adjusted manually.

• **VTM-41745** Fixed an issue in the timezone field of UI wizards so that invalid timezones are no longer accepted

• **VTM-41786** Wizards displayed by the Administration UI now apply their validation of user-supplied data more consistently

• **VTM-38760** The VMware appliance now contains the VMware balloon kernel module.

• **VTM-18677, SR23373** It is now possible to set the interface MTU on a traffic manager appliance on Hyper-V.

• **VTM-35587, VTM-35586, VTM-34358** Fixed an issue where an appliance upgrade would not delete the files related to the kernel being replaced from the boot partition. After a number of upgrades, this could leave insufficient space in the boot partition, causing subsequent upgrade attempts to fail.

• **VTM-40628** Fixed an issue which made the Traffic IP Groups page of the Admin UI inaccessible if Multi-Site Manager was enabled.

• **VTM-38861** Fixed an issue where virtual Traffic Manager Hardware Appliances printed "Unable to get the health status of the hardware" for non-hardware cluster peers on the Traffic Managers admin UI page.

• **VTM-37221** Fixed an issue on appliances where enabling 'appliance!ipv4_forwarding' would load the nf_conntrack module which could cause traffic to be dropped.

**Virtual Appliance**

• **VTM-39411** Fixed an issue where the code disabling receive and segmentation offload on appliance NICs did not run.
• **VTM-38768** Fixed issues in appliance log partition monitoring, where the traffic manager failed to generate "logdiskoverload" and "logdiskfull" events when the "/logs" partition reached thresholds of 85% or 95% full, respectively. These events are now generated correctly as soon as a new threshold is reached, and are repeated daily while that condition persists. Recovery occurs the next day if use has dropped only slightly below the threshold, or immediately if use drops to at least 5% below the threshold. Upon recovery, the traffic manager reports the new condition: either "logdiskoverload" (if recovered to between 85% and 95%), or with a new event type "logdiskrecovered" (if recovered to below 85%).

**Cloud Platforms**

• **VTM-42167** Traffic managers running on Amazon EC2 will no longer accept the Access Key and Secret Access Key method of authentication with AWS services. In order to use Traffic IP Groups or Pool Node Autoscaling an IAM Role must be assigned to the EC2 instance. This change applies to vTM AMIs deployed through the AWS Marketplace and vTM software installed on Linux EC2 instances. Refer to the vTM Cloud Getting Started Guide for the policies an IAM Role requires.

• **VTM-42109** Fixed an issue that caused traffic managers to fail to authenticate with the Azure Key Vault service, following a change to its behavior in August 2019.

• **VTM-36298** Fixed an issue where it was not possible to cluster GCE and AWS appliances.

• **VTM-39408** Fixed a memory leak in traffic managers running on Google Compute Engine.

• **VTM-37438** Fixed an issue where an EC2 instance would ignore user data specifying a certificate to identify a Services Director instance for licensing self-registration.

6) **WEB APPLICATION FIREWALL**

The traffic manager will install version 4.9-43062 of the Pulse Secure Virtual Web Application Firewall.

7) **KNOWN ISSUES IN 17.2R3**

There are no additional known issues in 17.2r3. See the section on Known Issues in 17.2.
8) CONTACTING SUPPORT

Visit the Pulse Secure Web site to download software updates and documentation, browse our library of Knowledge Center articles and manage your account.

To request support, go to https://www.pulsesecure.net/support/
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